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Abstract : Currently, there are very few papers that have examined the efficiency of Vietnamese ports. Of those that have, some of them
take into account only a few container ports in Northern Vietnam. Others focus on comparing all types of ports in Vietnam with regard
to the differences in efficiency scores when applying different methods to evaluate efficiency. However, there is no paper that specifically
analyzes the efficiency of Vietnamese container ports throughout the country or that compares Vietnamese container ports with those of
other countries in terms of efficiency. In order to provide more accurate and interesting information for container port authorities, in
this study, 21 major Vietnamese container ports and seven major Korean container ports are selected and examined with regard to their
levels of efficiency in 2016 using data envelopment analysis (DEA). This paper applies both constant return to scale (CRS) and variable
return to scale (VRS) to explore the differences among overall technical efficiency, pure technical efficiency, and scale efficiency of the
selected container ports. This study also indicate slacks and sets projections for inefficient ports.
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1. Introduction

Although the world seaborne trade in 2016 recorded an

increase in volume of 2.6%, up from 1.8% in 2015, the

maritime transport sector still has been confronting the

effects of the economic downturn of 2009. Recently,

“weaker world economic growth, dwindling merchandise

trade volumes and rising cost pressures continued to

weigh on the performance of world seaports” (UNCTAD,

review of Maritime transport 2017). More ever, the trends

in the world container ports such as the deployment of

mega-ships, the alliances or consolidation of shipping lines

are also imposing great pressures on container ports and

force them continue improving their level of performance.

As a country with over 3,200 km of coastline and 49

seaports (Vinamarine, 2008), Vietnam has not been outside

the influenced area of maritime world. Recent years,

Vietnam ports have been facing the fierce competition

from both domestic ports and international ports, especially

when there have been some new and modern ports being

constructed in Vietnam such as VIP Green Port or Lach

Huyen Port.

To have an insight about the performance efficiency of

Vietnamese container ports, this study employs Data

Envelopment Analysis (DEA) to evaluate the efficiency of

21 major container ports in Vietnam together with 7

majors container ports of Korea which is known as a

strong maritime country with the hope that the results will

bring more accurate and interesting information about

container ports in Vietnam especially when comparing

with Korean ports. In addition, to see how different in

level of efficiency among different regions in Vietnam,

Vietnamese container ports are divided into 3 groups

corresponding to 3 regions in Vietnam, namely the North,

the South and the Central and their average efficiency

score are compared to each other.

2. Literature review

Since the first academic journal paper of Roll and

Hayuth(1993) which applied DEA to analyze the efficiency

of 20 ports, there have been a large number of researches

interested in port efficiency using various DEA models or
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Authors

(year)
Model Sample Inputs Outputs

Itoh

(2002)

DEA-CCR

DEA-BCC

8 Japanese

port

- Number of berths

- Terminal area

- Number of cranes

- Number of

employees

Container

throughput

Ryoo

(2005)
DEA-CCR

DEA-BCC

24 Korean

container

terminals

- Berth Length

- Container area

- Number of

employees

- Number of

container cranes

Container

throughput

Ryoo

(2006)
DEA-CCR

DEA-BCC

26

container

terminals

from

China,

Korea and

Singapore

- Number of berths

- Berth length

- Terminal area

- Number of quay

cranes

Container

throughput

Seo et al

(2012)
DEA-CCR

32

container

ports in

ASEAN

- Number of berths

- Berth length

- Container yard

area

- Number of cranes

Container

throughput

Bichou

(2013)

DEA-CCR

DEA-BCC

420

container

terminals

- Quay length

- Maximumdraft

- Terminal area

- Quay crane index

- Yard stacking

Container

throughput

Table 1 Summary of previous study

index

- Gates

Almaws

heki et

al (2015)

DEA-CCR

19

container

terminals

in Middle

Eastern

Region

- Quay length

- Maximumdraft

- Terminal area

- Number of quay

cranes

- Number of yard

equipment

Container

throughput

combining DEA with other methods. Martinez- Budria

(1999) applied DEA-BCC model to analyze efficiency of 26

Spanish ports using panel data from 1993 to 1997 and he

chose depreciation cost, labor cost, other expenditures as

input factors and cargo throughput, rental income from

leasing port facilities as outputs. Tongzon(2001) employed

DEA-CCR and DEA-Additive to 16 container ports

comprising 4 Australia ports and other 12 international

ports. This study selected 6 input factors namely number

of cranes, number of berths, number of tugs, terminal area,

vessel waiting time and number of port employees and 2

output factors selected are container throughput and the

number of container moved per working hour.

Furthermore, Cullinane et al.(2005) employed DEA to

analyze the relationship between efficiency and

organizational structures using panel data from 1992 to

1999 of 30 container ports around the world. Cullinane et

al.(2006) applied both DEA and SFA in examining

efficiency of 57 ports and terminals of top 30 world’s

biggest container ports in 2001 and compared the results

obtained. Some other previous studies on DEA and port

efficiency are summarized at table 1:

3. Research Methodology

Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is a method for

evaluating relative efficiency of the performances between

homogeneous organizations such as business firms,

hospitals, government agencies, etc.; such units are called

decision making units (DMUs). The level of efficiency is

determined by comparison each DMU to the single

reference DMU or a convex combination of the DMUs

located on the frontier.

One of the advantages of DEA comparing to traditional

ratio which is commonly used measure of efficiency that is

the former can take into account many outputs and inputs

at the same time while the latter only uses single output

and input. Another advantage is a specific functional form

relating inputs to outputs doesn’t need to be imposed in

the model so that we can apply it to multiple production

process.

3.1 DEA CCR model

CCR model was proposed by Charnes, Cooper and

Rhoders(1978) and categorized to input – oriented

(CCR-I) and output – oriented (CCR-O) models.

The CCR-I linear programming is:

  
  






  



 
  



 ≤     


  



  

   ≥ ∀ 

(1)

Where, is the efficiency score of the    DMU,

is the amount of input    for the   DMU,   is

the amount of output   for the   DMU, is the
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Group

NO.

of

DM

Us

Stati

-stic

Conta

-iner

berthle

ngth

(m)

Conta-i

ner

yardarea

(m2)

NO.

of

cranes

Cargo

through

put

(TEUs)

Table 2 Descriptive statistic of data

weight of input    ,  is the weight of output   ,

 is an infinitesimal value, is the number of inputs,  is

the number of outputs and is the number of DMUs being

evaluated.

Equation (1) can be transformed to linear dual problem

as:
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(2)

In which,  is the weight of the entity in the reference

set used to evaluate  ,slack variables


 




represent the input excesses and output shortfalls.

The CCR-O linear programming as follows:
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(3)

 is defined as CCR efficiency (or overall technical

efficiency) if,   


  and 




  simultaneously.

In case  have    but slacks are non-zero,

then  is called radial efficiency.

3.2 DEA BCC model

BCC input – oriented model and BCC output oriented

model introduced by Banker, Charnes and Cooper(1984) are

respectively similar to CCR input-oriented model and CCR

output oriented model but added an additional constraint

that is the sum of Lambdas is equal to 1 as


  



  

Decomposition of overall technical efficiency

While the CCR model assumes the constant

returns-to-scale production possibility set, the BCC model

takes into account the disadvantageous conditions of scale

under which the DMUs are operating. Then, the

relationship between CCR scores (Overall Technical

efficiency) and BCC scores (Pure technical efficiency) as

follows:

Overall Technical efficiency (OTE) = Pure technical

efficiency (PTE) * Scale efficiency (SE)

Decomposing PTE and SE to OTE can reveal whether

the source of inefficiency is caused by inefficient operation

or by disadvantageous conditions or by both. DMUs obtain

SE scores of 1 means they are operating at the most

productive scale.

4. Data explanation

DMUs selected include 7 Korean container ports and 21

Vietnamese container ports. In which, Vietnam container

ports comprise ports from three different regions; they are

from the South, the Central and the North. Although it is

better to analyze each container terminal in a port, this

study treats the whole container port rather than a

terminal as a DMU due to limitations in collecting data.

Banker et al.(1989) suggested the sample size should

follow as (4), that is, if number of DMUs is,number of

inputs is and number of outputs is ,then:

≥ max×   (4)

Input factors chose in this paper as proxy of capital,

land and labors are container berth length (m), container

yard area (m2) and number of ship-to-shore cranes.

Container cargo throughput volume (TEUs) is used as the

only output factor. Data collected is in 2016 through port’s

websites, Google Earth, related Organizations websites

such as VPA (Vietnam Seaports Association), KOSIS

(Korean statistical Information Service) and directly

contacting by phone. The data is statistically described as

follows:
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Korea 7

Mean 2,980 1,004,517 22 3,269,990

SD 3,056 1,022,506 26 4,710,190

Max 8,350 2,640,000 62
12,835,00

0

Min 480 96,000 2 56,564

North

- VN
6

Mean 595 212,852 5 443,829

SD 618 250,275 5 159,235

Max 1,829 712,110 16 1,086,630

Min 168 50,000 2 70,761

Centr

al-VN
3

Mean 876 49,443 3 158,467

SD 281 32,259 2 139,956

Max 1,192 82,400 5 318,654

Min 656 17,930 2 475,402

South

- VN
12

Mean 690 255,366 8 676,841

SD 405 288,308 6 1,098,733

Max 1,500 1,050,000 23 4,037,257

Min 100 31,516 2 58,406

Among several types of DEA models, the constant

return to scale base output oriented (CCR-O) and

variables return to scale base output oriented (BCC-O) are

selected to analysis container port efficiency in this study

due to the fact that it is not practical to reduce the berth

length and equipment quantity. Although port authorities

can transfer equipment between ports, it is also really hard

and need the collaboration between port operators because

of the variety of port authorities. Furthermore, this paper

attempt to set a reference target output for the operators

of inefficient ports.

5. Results and discussion

DEA-Solver software providing by Cooper, W.W.,

Seiford, L.M. and Tone, K. (2006) was employed to

analyze the efficiency of 28 DMUs, results as follows:

5.1 Overall technical efficiency, pure technical

efficiency and scale efficiency

Group
CCR

Score

BCC

Score

SE

score

Korea 0.53 0.55 0.94

1 Busan North Port 0.59 0.65 0.91

2 Busan New Port 1.00 1.00 1.00

3 Gunsan 0.13 0.15 0.88

4 Gwangyang 0.50 0.52 0.96

5 Incheon New Port 0.54 0.56 0.97

6 Incheon South Port 0.71 0.72 1.00

7 Pohang 0.21 0.24 0.86

Total Vietnam 0.52 0.65 0.83

North - VN 0.51 0.67 0.80

8 Dinh Vu New Port 1.00 1.00 1.00

9 Doan Xa 0.31 0.47 0.67

10 Hai Phong 0.34 0.34 0.99

11 Nam Hai Dinh Vu 0.82 0.86 0.96

12
New Port 128-Hai

Phong
0.33 0.37 0.91

13 Transvina 0.24 1.00 0.24

Central-VN 0.40 0.68 0.63

14 Da Nang 0.51 0.57 0.88

15 Nghe Tinh 0.44 1.00 0.44

16 Quy Nhon 0.26 0.47 0.57

South - VN 0.55 0.62 0.89

17 Ben Nghe 0.11 0.12 0.97

18 Binh Duong 0.82 1.00 0.82

19 Bong Sen (Lotus) 0.11 0.11 0.92

20 Cat Lai -SGNP 1.00 1.00 1.00

21 CMIT 0.64 0.64 1.00

22 Dong Nai 0.90 1.00 0.90

23 Hiep Phuoc New Port 0.33 0.45 0.74

24 Sai Gon 0.37 0.41 0.90

25 SPCT 0.63 0.93 0.68

26 TCIT 0.65 0.66 0.97

27 TCTT (ODA) 0.17 0.17 0.99

28 VICT 0.83 1.00 0.83

Table 3 CCR output-oriented, BBC output-oriented and

scale efficiency

As showed in the results obtained from CCR-O model,

there are only 3 efficient container ports, namely Busan

New Port (Korea), Cat Lai-SGNP (Southern Vietnam) and

Dinh Vu New Port (Northern Vietnam). While Gunsan

(0.15) and Pohang (0.24) are the two most inefficient

container ports in Korea, Bong Sen (0.11), Ben Nghe (0.12)

and TCTT (0.17) are the three most inefficient container

ports in Vietnam and they are all in Southern Vietnam.

There are some container ports with the relative large

production size but performed the relative low efficiency

such as Hai Phong (0.34; 1,086,630 TEUs) and Gwangyang

(0.52; 2,249,585 TEUs). Then, the relationship between the

efficiency and the size of production (represented by the

cargo volume) was tested by using Spearman’s rank order
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No.
DMU Score

I/O Data Projection Difference %

2
Busan

North Port
0.59

Container 5,673.00 5,673.00 - -

Table 5 CCR projection of inefficient container ports and

their slacks

correlation coefficient. However, the coefficients obtained

are 0.7037 and 0.3594 for CCR model and BCC model,

respectively. The coefficient for CCR model demonstrated

that the size of production is significantly impacts the

efficiency of container ports and when the influence of

operating scale score is eliminated in BCC efficiency score,

the coefficient is much smaller, means the size of

production is no longer significantly effects to the

efficiency of ports. This result strongly support for

economies of scale concept.

When Vietnamese and Korean container ports are

compared, the results indicate that on average, overall

technical efficiency score (CCR result) of Vietnamese

container ports (0.52) and Korean container ports (0.53) are

similar but, as showed in the BCC model results, the pure

technical efficiency of Vietnamese container ports (0.65)

appear to be more efficient than Korean container ports

(0.55). This difference can be explained by the difference

in scale efficiency score of Korean container ports and

Vietnamese container ports. While all Korean container

ports in this analysis are operating at nearly optimal scale

(average SE= 0.94), Vietnamese container ports are

indicated that their overall technical efficiency are

influenced by the improper scale (average SE =0.83).

In the BCC results, the number of efficient DMUs

substantially increases to eight ports, there are five more

efficient container ports, namely Transvina (CCR: 0.24, BCC:

1), Nghe Tinh (CCR: 0.44, BCC: 1), Binh Duong (CCR: 0.82,

BCC: 1), VICT (CCR: 0.83, BCC: 1) and Dong Nai (CCR: 0.9,

BCC: 1). Transvina (SE: 0.24) and Nghe Tinh (SE: 0.44) are

two container ports affected the most by scale of economic.

Among three groups of Vietnamese container ports, the

group of container ports in Central – VN is the most

technical inefficiency group (CCR: 0.4) and also being

affected the most by scale (SE: 0.63). This may due to the

Central of Vietnam is the least developed economic region

among above three regions and container ports in this region

function as transitional ports.

Fig. 1 Summary CCR, BCC and SE score of different

groups

5.2 Return to scale

Group CRS IRS DRS

Korea 4 (58%) 3 (42%) 0

Total VN 4 (19%) 17 (81%) 0

North - VN 2 (33%) 4 (67%) 0

Central-VN 0 (0%) 3 (100%) 0

South - VN 2 (17%) 10 (83%) 0

Table 4 Return to scale share

As described in table 4, majority of Vietnamese container

ports is operating under increasing return-to-scale (81%)

which means that the output is increasing at the larger

proportion than the input increases. However, as Matías

Herrera Dappe and Ancor Suárez-Alemán(2016), ports are

limited in their ability to affect the demand that means we

cannot increase significantly inputs in the hope that ports

can increase output proportionally. In addition to that, there

are many other factors need to examine such as available

land, capacity of hinterland connectivity, congestion of

existing facilities, etc. that the policy makers should

thoughtfully consider before influencing the scale of

operation.

5.3 Projection and slacks
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berthlength

(m)

Containerya

rd(m2)
1,816,204.00

1,816,204.0

0
- -

No. of crane 56.00 52.79 (3.21) (0.06)

Cargo

throughput

(TEUs)

6,065,000.00
10,277,033.

74

4,212,033.7

4
0.69

3 Gwangyang 0.50

Container

berthlength

(m)

3,700.00 2,975.00 (725.00) (0.20)

Containerya

rd(m2)
2,640,000.00

1,351,000.0

0

(1,289,000.

00)
(0.49)

No. of crane 21.00 21.00 - -

Cargo

throughput

(TEUs)

2,249,585.00
4,544,568.0

0

2,294,983.0

0
1.02

4 Pohang 0.21

Container

berthlength

(m)

1,000.00 283.33 (716.67) (0.72)

Containerya

rd(m2)
249,472.00 128,666.67

(120,805.3

3)
(0.48)

No. of crane 2.00 2.00 - -

Cargo

throughput

(TEUs)

90,926.00 432,816.00 341,890.00 3.76

5 Gunsan 0.13

Container

berthlength

(m)

480.00 277.57 (202.43) (0.42)

Containerya

rd(m2)
98,000.00 98,000.00 - -

No. of crane 2.00 2.00 - -

Cargo

throughput

(TEUs)

56,564.00 425,067.77 368,503.77 6.51

6
IncheonSout

hPort
0.71

Container

berthlength

(m)

859.00 859.00 - -

Containerya

rd(m2)
350,309.00 350,309.00 - -

No. of crane 7.00 7.00 - -

Cargo

throughput

(TEUs)

1,023,392.00
1,433,143.1

0
409,751.10 0.40

7
IncheonNew

Port
0.54

Container

berthlength

(m)

800.00 684.64 (115.36) (0.14)

Containerya

rd(m2)
195,637.00 195,637.00 - -

No. of crane 5.00 5.00 - -

Cargo

throughput

(TEUs)

569,464.00
1,050,197.4

0
480,733.40 0.84

8 HaiPhong 0.34

Container

berthlength

(m)

1,828.60 1,828.60 - -

Containerya

rd(m2)
712,110.00 712,110.00 - -

No. of crane 16.00 16.00 - -

Cargo

throughput

(TEUs)

1,086,630.00
3,194,793.3

6

2,108,163.3

6
1.94

11 DoanXa 0.31

Container

berthlength

(m)

220.00 220.00 - -

Containerya

rd(m2)
65,000.00 65,000.00 - -

No. of crane 2.00 1.96 (0.04) (0.02)

Cargo

throughput

(TEUs)

120,761.00 385,960.23 265,199.23 2.20

12
NewPort128

-HaiPhong
0.33

Container

berthlength

(m)

480.00 408.83 (71.17) (0.15)

Containerya

rd(m2)
107,000.00 107,000.00 - -

No. of crane 3.00 3.00 - -

Cargo

throughput

(TEUs)

209,394.00 627,495.28 418,101.28 2.00

13 Transvina 0.24

Container

berthlength

(m)

168.00 168.00 - -

Containerya

rd(m2)
50,000.00 50,000.00 - -

No. of crane 2.00 1.50 (0.50) (0.25)

Cargo

throughput

(TEUs)

70,761.00 295,575.64 224,814.64 3.18

14 DaNang 0.51

Container

berthlength

(m)

1,192.00 408.57 (783.43) (0.66)

Containerya

rd(m2)
82,400.00 82,400.00 - -

No. of crane 5.00 3.03 (1.97) (0.39)

Cargo

throughput

(TEUs)

318,654.00 628,030.88 309,376.88 0.97

15 QuyNhon 0.26

Container

berthlength

(m)

779.00 238.00 (541.00) (0.69)

Containerya

rd(m2)
48,000.00 48,000.00 - -

No. of crane 2.00 1.77 (0.23) (0.12)

Cargo 96,892.00 365,843.23 268,951.23 2.78
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throughput

(TEUs)

16 NgheTinh 0.44

Container

berthlength

(m)

656.00 88.90 (567.10) (0.86)

Containerya

rd(m2)
17,930.00 17,930.00 - -

No. of crane 2.00 0.66 (1.34) (0.67)

Cargo

throughput

(TEUs)

59,856.00 136,657.69 76,801.69 1.28

18 TCIT 0.65

Container

berthlength

(m)

890.00 890.00 - -

Containerya

rd(m2)
340,000.00 340,000.00 - -

No. of crane 9.00 9.00 - -

Cargo

throughput

(TEUs)

1,112,279.00
1,718,715.8

6
606,436.86 0.55

19 CMIT 0.64

Container

berthlength

(m)

600.00 600.00 - -

Containerya

rd(m2)
300,000.00 295,194.31 (4,805.69) (0.02)

No. of crane 5.00 5.00 - -

Cargo

throughput

(TEUs)

651,537.00
1,024,117.4

8
372,580.48 0.57

20 VICT 0.83

Container

berthlength

(m)

678.00 495.05 (182.95) (0.27)

Containerya

rd(m2)
99,840.00 99,840.00 - -

No. of crane 7.00 3.68 (3.32) (0.47)

Cargo

throughput

(TEUs)

633,615.00 760,953.92 127,338.92 0.20

21 DongNai 0.90

Container

berthlength

(m)

262.00 262.00 - -

Containerya

rd(m2)
82,000.00 82,000.00 - -

No. of crane 2.00 2.00 - -

Cargo

throughput

(TEUs)

374,000.00 414,799.73 40,799.73 0.11

22 SaiGon 0.37

Container

berthlength

(m)

1,198.00 483.10 (714.90) (0.60)

Containerya

rd(m2)
97,430.00 97,430.00 - -

No. of crane 10.00 3.59 (6.41) (0.64)

Cargo

throughput

(TEUs)

273,244.00 742,585.54 469,341.54 1.72

23 SPCT 0.63

Container

berthlength

(m)

950.00 156.27 (793.73) (0.84)

Containerya

rd(m2)
31,516.00 31,516.00 - -

No. of crane 5.00 1.16 (3.84) (0.77)

Cargo

throughput

(TEUs)

152,073.00 240,206.57 88,133.57 0.58

24 BenNghe 0.11

Container

berthlength

(m)

783.00 783.00 - -

Containerya

rd(m2)
340,000.00 340,000.00 - -

No. of crane 9.00 8.70 (0.30) (0.03)

Cargo

throughput

(TEUs)

184,712.00 1,625,379.13 1,440,667.13 7.80

25 BinhDuong 0.82

Container

berthlength

(m)

100.00 100.00 - -

Containerya

rd(m2)
60,000.00 60,000.00 - -

No. of crane 2.00 1.37 (0.63) (0.31)

Cargo

throughput

(TEUs)

201,387.00 245,985.21 44,598.21 0.22

26
HiepPhuocN

ewPort
0.33

Container

berthlength

(m)

420.00 420.00 - -

Containerya

rd(m2)
90,000.00 90,000.00 - -

No. of crane 6.00 3.20 (2.80) (0.47)

Cargo

throughput

(TEUs)

218,969.00 657,860.69 438,891.69 2.00

27
BongSen

(Lotus)
0.11

Container

berthlength

(m)

300.00 300.00 - -

Containerya

rd(m2)
100,000.00 100,000.00 - -

No. of crane 5.00 2.85 (2.15) (0.43)

Cargo

throughput

(TEUs)

58,406.00 552,633.56 494,227.56 8.46

28
TCTT

(ODA)
0.17

Container

berthlength

(m)

600.00 600.00 - -
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Containerya

rd(m2)
473,600.00 354,625.59 (118,974.41) (0.25)

No. of crane 7.00 7.00 - -

Cargo

throughput

(TEUs)

224,609.00 1,305,443.82 1,080,834.82 4.81

The projection results indicate that majority of

inefficient container ports are mix-inefficiency, means they

should increase their outputs to the projection and also

reduce slacks in the inputs at the same time. For instance,

Gwangyang port needs to increase cargo throughput 102%

more and reduce slacks of 725 meters in container berth

length, 1,289,000 square meters in container yard area and

3.21 number of crane to be efficiency. There are only very

few container ports are radial inefficient, namely Dong Nai,

TCIT, Hai Phong and Doan Xa (all slacks are zero).

On average, Korea container ports need to increase

221% output, North-VN container ports need to increase

190% output, Central-VN container ports need to increase

168% output and South-VN container ports need to

increase 246% output together with reducing slacks to

achieved level of efficiency.

6. Conclusion

This paper evaluates the efficiency of 21 major container

ports in three regions in Vietnam together with some major

container ports in Korea. The results point out that on

average, the overall technical efficiency of Korea container

ports is similar to Vietnamese container ports. However,

after decomposing the inefficiency into component parts, the

results indicate that while Korean container ports are

operating at nearly optimal scale and their inefficiency is

caused substantially by managerial inefficiency, the

inefficiency of Vietnam container ports is caused not only by

managerial inefficiency but also by the disadvantageous

conditions of scale.

Among three different region groups of container ports

in Vietnam, container ports in the Central of Vietnam are

the most technical inefficient group and being influenced

the most by operating scale. Besides that, this study

addresses that majority of Vietnamese container ports is

operating under increasing return-to scale. This conclusion

is consistent with Nguyen et al.(2017) which analyzed 43

Vietnamese ports handling various types of cargo

(container, general cargo or bulk cargo) even though this

study only focuses on container ports and there are some

major Korean container ports selected to evaluate the

efficiency together with Vietnamese container ports.

However, in this paper, there are some different

conclusions with Nguyen et al.(2017) when the container

ports are analyzed separately and in more detail. As the

results indicated from this study, container ports in

Southern Vietnam are slightly more efficient than in the

North because of their advantage in operating scale

whereas container ports in the North appear to be more

efficient than in the South in term of pure technical

efficiency, while Nguyen et al.(2017) justified that ports in

the North including container ports are more efficient than

in the South. From these results, the study implies that in

applying DEA to analyze efficiency, different types of

ports should be analyzed separately to have more accurate

results so that port authorizes can identify which part of

their port (container terminals, bulk cargo terminals or

specialized cargo terminal) performs inefficiently.

In the meantime this research has some limitations in

the selection of DMUs as well as input and output factors.

Some DMUs in Vietnam consist of ports and container

terminals. It is better to compare the same status of

DMUs. This research considered input factors such as

container berth length, yard areas, number of crane and

output factor of container throughput. In the future

research it is necessary to consider various input and

output factors.
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